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Side-lining Keylor Navas 

Because of his sharp reflexes he was key player on their more triumphant campaigns. The 
unjustifiable reason behind him being on the bench is that they are persistent on giving Thibaut 
Courtois more and more second chances, despite his failure to replicate Keylor Navas' key saves 
and lead Real Madrid to the silverware that is needed to bring the team back to what it once 
was. 

 
1. The Constant Search For a Striker That Fits 
Despite buying who was arguably the Premier League’s best striker, Eden Hazard, they cannot 
find a striker that fits or replaces, the five-time Ballon d’Or winner, Ronaldo. The replacement, 
Hazard, has been dubbed the second worst Galactico by Marca, after the biggest flop in history, 
Michael Owen.  

 
2. Confidence 
With the departure of Ronaldo and Zidane prior to last season the team’s morale has gone down 
and the once great team has started to look fragile. Then the moment that all Real Madrid fans 
were waiting for happened. Zidane came back but now with the lack of budget to go into depth 
after the signing of the flop Eden Hazard means that the deluded men behind Los Blanco’s think 
that Zidane, one of the most successful mangers in the history of football should leave the club 
as they have nothing else to blame it on 

 
So, what does everybody have to say about it? 

• 'Success made us lose our intensity': Real Madrid president Florentino Perez claims their 
own triumphs is the reason behind the current downfall 

• And without any European success this season and the last have been. As  

• Real defender Dani Carvajal so bluntly told reporters has been "a piece of s***." 

• “Real Madrid have gone down way too much they have even conceded and lost to       

•  spurs!” Leo  

• “I don’t know who that is” Sophie  

• “Gone are the days when Real Madrid were the unbeatable team. When 
               the bought Bale they were at their peak but when Bale got worse so did   

• the team. The golden age of Madrid was 4 years ago.” Mr. Hickman 

By Josh 


